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I. INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Industrial Education is a program consisting of courses which provide a continuum of

experiences, starting with exploratory activities in the junior high school and expanding in

the high school to the development of skills related to career fields. This development of

the student's skills is planned for through courses in industrial arts and vocational education
culminating in on-the-job work experience, or entry into a job or post-high school institution
for further education.

The program consists of courses ranging from those designed for an exploration of the

technologies and trade areas to units of practical preparation for a career. In the process^
the courses develop the student's knowledge of himself, his talents and his skills.

The Industrial Education course "guides" provide the teacher with an outline of the topics
generalizations and concepts selected as most relevant for the physical and mental development
of the students and the logical development of the subject area in accordance with the resources
of the school in both teaching personnel and facilities.

The guide leaves much scope for the teacher to develop content related to the topics,
especially in writing behavioural objectives describing specific changes in student behaviour
anticipated from the learning tasks.

It is expected that each school district will develop a program of Industrial Education
appropriate to the fulfilment of the needs of its student clientele.

II. OBJECTIVES

A. Industrial Education Objectives

The general objectives of Industrial Education complement the aims and objectives of
the secondary school. The objectives of Industrial Education are to:

1. provide students with the curriculum content designed to develop fundamental
tool and procedural skills which help prepare them to enter a family of
occupations.

2. provide students with courses that serve as vehicles which help them relate their
academic knowledge to vocational competencies.
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3. provide students the opportunity to develop basic competencies, both

academically and in work skills, to enter either a job or a post-high
school institution for further education.

4. provide students with the environment whereby they may develop sound
attitudes, acceptable work habits, and achieve a feeling of accomplishment.

B. Visual Communication Career Field Objectives

The Visual Communications career field should provide an opportunity to:

1. introduce students to the career opportunities and activities in the field of
Visual Communications.

2. enable the students to develop the knowledge, craftsmanship, skills and standard
of performance necessary for job entry or entry into post-secondary institutions.

3. help students develop an awareness of the principles and elements of design and
apply these to the various fields of Visual Communication.

C. Major Area of Study Objectives

The specific objectives of the Commercial Art program are in harmony with the purposes
of the Industrial Education Program and are as follows:

The Commercial Arts courses shall provide students the opportunity to:

1. learn and work in an environment that enables them to make a realistic assessment
of themselves, their interests and aptitudes as they relate to Commercial Art.

2. develop habits and attitudes acceptable to the trade concerning safety, working
relationships, and efficient use of time and material.

3. develop basic competencies in the use of tools, materials and processes that may
be used to gain advanced placement in apprenticeship, technical institute programs or on the
job.

III. EVALUATION

Evaluation of student growth should be based on stated behavioural changes and specific
criteria understood by the students. Allowance should be made for both self and teacher
evaluation and in some cases peer evaluation. Evaluation should further be based on the
three domains of learning as defined by an Alberta committee of Industrial Education teachers.

Their categories are as follows:
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a. Verbal and Written Communication
b. Personal Growth

c. Manipulative Skills

The weighting given each of the three measures will depend on the nature of the behaviour

being evaluated. For a more detailed treatment of evaluation see the Industrial Education

Handbook.

IV. ORGANIZATION

A. Guide Organization

The course guides are developed on the following pattern:

1. Topic: Each course is subdivided into a number of topics.

2. Generalization: The main generalization or "big" idea that students should learn
follows each topic.

3. Concepts: The concepts divide the topic into the teaching components. They give
more direction on specific areas that should be studied.

4. Behavioural Objectives: These describe specific changes in student behaviour which
result from learning tasks he performs.

The guide gives a few sample behavioural objectives. It is

the responsibility of the teacher to develop as many behavioural
objectives as he can teach in the time available.

Facts are taken to be items of specific information, concepts are categories of information
and generalizations express the relationship between concepts.

In planning a lesson, the teacher moves down this hierarchy whereas in learning, the
student begins with facts and moves upward.



Teacher

General izations

/ \
Concepts

Facts

Concepts

Facts

Student

5. Suggested Activities: A few suggestions are made as to the types of activities that
could be used to achieve the behavioural objectives.

6. Resource Materials: This column suggests where materials may be obtained. Teachers
should record items as they identify them.

B. Commercial Art Program Organization

1. Program Description

The Commercial Art modules give students the opportunity to learn the theory and

skills necessary in the Commercial Art trade. They will learn to identify and use the
equipment and the materials commonly used in the industry. Their projects may include
activities ranging from advertising to signs. In the process they will learn about the

trade, job opportunities, business practices and enough skills to get a job, or enhance their
avocational interests.

2. Organization of Majors

The major is divided into seven five-credit modules. Entry into the major is

through Visual Communications 12. The second and third level modules ("22" and "32")

are not sequential^ except 32C which cannot be taken until a student has completed 30
credits in the sequence.

Commercial Art 32C is the last course in the sequence and can be used to:

a. provide greater depth to a module taken previously.

b. take work in actual Commercial Art under a work study plan whereby the
Commercial Art teacher supervises the student on the job. The student must
be under the supervision of competent craftsmen while on the job.
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In addition to the modules set out in the major for Commercial Art a student may
select modules designated as minors. These are normally the first level or intro-

ductory coursesof the area, e.g. Drafting would be Drafting 12.

Some students may take only a few modules in a major area as a supplement to their
academic program or they may broaden their selection to other career fields. The scope
of the Industrial Education program allows the flexibility necessary for the program to

be tailored to meet the interests and needs of the individual class or student.

The chart on Page 5 gives a graphic description of the Commercial Art program. Each

module is identified and the sequences are indicated by lines, e.g. After a student has

completed one of Visual Communications 12 or Industrial Education 10 he/she may advance to

any module to which the solid line leads. In this case any of 22A, 22B, 22C, etc. Only 32C

requires that all modules before it be completed.

Once a student has enroled in a "22" or second level course he may also select modules
from the minor fields. Minors for which grants are available are listed on the chart.

Students may find some of the courses in the listed related fields beneficial to

their career program development. They are encouraged to take them even though these
related courses are not supported by special grants.

3. Facility Organization

The organization of the physical facilities is in part determined by the original plan.
There are however adjustments that can be made in the layout by the teacher to accommodate his/
her style of teaching. The number of students in a class affects the way the lab or shop is

organized. While most of the shops in Alberta are designed for 16 to 20 students, a number
of factors must be considered in the final assignment of class load. These factors include:

1. physical size of the shop or laboratory
2. type of student
3. amount of equipment
4. type of programming
5. type of course
6. training and experience of the teacher.

Safety of the students and their opportunity to obtain teacher contact are important
considerations when class loads are determined.
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V. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Students taking all or part of the Commercial Art program may look forward to the
following career opportunities:

Commercial Art (35 credits)

Post High School Studies

Alberta College of Art

Advertising Art

Fabrics and Metals

Pa i nt i ng

Pottery and Ceramics

Scu
I

pture

Career Entry

I

Commercial Sign Painting

Photographer

Foreman

Shop Owner

Un i vers 1 ty Teacher





VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

1. Visual Communications 12
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INTRODUCTION

Visual Communications 12 is the first module in the Visual Communications field and

allows students to advance to one of the three majors: Drafting, Graphic Arts and Commercial

Arts.

This introductory unit of Visual Communication is organized in the following manner:

-Material related to the three majors is identified as COMMON.

-All Commercial Art content of this course is found under that title.

-All Drafting content of this course is found under that title.

-All Graphic Arts content of this course is found under that title.

The generalization relates to the three career fields; concepts relate directly to

the career field they appear under.

Concepts are arranged numerically. When it is necessary to further define a concept
these points are arranged alphabetically. Following each concept are found the suggested
Behavioural Objectives and Activities. These are meant to be a guide for the curriculum -

user so that he may effectively and efficiently plan his program in order that the desired
learning can take place. The content of this course is very broad so it is hoped that the user
will read the entire curriculum and plan his course around the material be is able to teach
considering his own background and the equipment available.

I. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of Visual Communications 12 are:

1. to provide a practical environment which will enable a student to make a more
realistic assessment of his interests and aptitudes.

2. to develop basic knowledge, understanding and appreciation of visual cormiuni cations
materials and processes.
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II. CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Introduction to common units
-relationship of commercial art, graphic arts and drafting
-relationship with industry
-occupational information

2. Image creation

a. Commercial art
-basic drawing
-composition and design
-symbol

s

-layout

b. Drafting
-shape
-dimensioning
-symbols

c. Graphic arts
-typographical composition
-layout
-symbol

s

3. Conversion processes

a. Commercial art
-image conversion

b. Drafting
-reproducing drawings

'

c. Graphic arts
-photography
-plate making
-stencil duplicating

4. Production processes

a. Graphic arts
-relief printing
-stencil
-materials
-flexography
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5. Finishing procedures
-bindery (optional)

III. REFERENCES

Prime References

*Cogoli, John F. Photo-Offset Fundamentals. 2nd Ed. McKnight and McKnight Publishing Co.,

Bloomington, Illinois,

*Bockus. Advertising Graphics . Macmillan, 1974.

*Eisenberg and Kafka. Silk Screen Printing. McKnight and McKnight Publishing Co., Bloomington,
Illinois, 1957.

*The Life Library of Photography . Time-Life Books, Chicago, Illinois.

Time - Life Book. Chicago, Illinois.

Secondary References

Gollwitzer, Gerhard. The Joy of Drawing. Sterling Publishing Co. Inc., New York, 1967.

Delmar Publishers Inc. Printing Layout and Design. Thos. Nelson and Son Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

Epstein, Samuel and David W. DeArmond. Hcru) to Develop, Print and Enlarge Pictures. Grosset and
Dunlap, New York, 1970.

McMurtrie, Douglas C. The Book: The Story of Printing and Bookmaking. Oxford University Press,
Toronto, Ontario.

Polk, Ralph W. The Practice of Printing. Chas. A. Bennett Co. Inc., Peoria, Illinois.

Reddick, Dewitt C. Journalism and the School Paper. D.C. Heath and Co., Boston, Mass.

Rowland, Kert. Leaj>ning to See. (series) Van Nostrand Reinhold.
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Recommended Periodicals

^Canadian VvinteT and Vuhlishev. MacLean-Hunter Publishing Co., Toronto, Ontario.

Industrial Arts and Vocational Education. The Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee, Wise.

School Shop. Prakken Publications, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

* Most Useful

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following
pages. Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities
to supplement the identified content and maintain relevancy.



Cai-eer Field: Visual Communications 13

Topic I: INTRODUCTION Major: Commercial Art

Generalization
f\- A meaninqful foundation is necessary for a successful and

safety conscious vocation in the career field of Visual

Communication.

Course: Visual Communication 12

Concept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

COMMON

1. Commercial Art,
Drafting and Granhic
Arts - their
relationshin.

2. Traditions and

develooments of

Visual Communication
subject areas.

3. Relationshin with
industry.

4. Occuoation infor-

mation.

The student wil 1

:

a. qiven the necessary information
demonstrate bv means of an oral

or written renort the relation-
shin amonn the Visual Communi-
cation career fields.

b. qiven adequate references,
orally state the siqnificant
historical events related to

Commercial Arts, Graohics and

Draftinq.

c. qiven the necessary information,

write a one paqe renort on the

relationshin of the Visual
Communication course to
industry.

d. qiven the necessary information

about careers related to Visual

Communication, realistically
define his vocational
aspirations

.

Field trin to a larqe
newsnaner comoany and a

draftinq business.

Fi 1ms

.

Panel discussion.

Field trin to various
businesses

.

Lecture.

A B Dick
Granhic Communi

cation
Film Strips

16 mm Sound, Color,
23 Minutes, 1969.

Graphic Communi -

cations - Wg u?gd to

Call it Printing .

Ideas Won 't Keep .

80 slides
and tape,

with scrint
Kodak.

Notes

:



Topic I: INTRODUCTION (Continued) 14 ^

v!c! 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Conoepts i^^prox.

Time
Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

5. Safety. e. given the necessary instruc-
tions, correctly demonstrate
as v/ell as correctly fill

renorts on qood safety practice
on all equipment and materials
in the visual communication
1 aboratory

.

Demonstration

Notes:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION 15 C.A.

V.C. 12

Generalization B: Image creation is a process of translating ideas into meaningful
visual symbols to meet the needs of the customer.

Concept and Sxjb-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

COMMERCIAL ART

1 . Basic Drawing

(i.) Experimental
Drawing.

(ii.) Constructive
Drawing.

The student wil 1

:

a. create soontaneously, imagina-
tive free forms and comnosition
involvinn non-objective and
objective material in a variety
of techninues and media without
oreliminarv sketching.

b. draw accurately in line the

four basic forms-, cone, cube,
cylinder and snhere in a way
that demonstrates his under-
standinq of the construction of
these forms.

c. draw accurately in tone the

four basic forms in a way that
describes the volume of these
forms, his understanding of the
medium used and the princioles
of liqlit and shadow.

Draw freehand borders
with continuous nencil
line, crossing the shane
with narallel lines,
diagonals, etc. Experi-
ment wi th "s " shapes ,

circles, leaf or tree
forms etc.

Draw basic forms freehand
in line with construction
and hidden lines in color
or dotted 1 ine.

Draw groupings of basic
forms against contrasting
backgrounds with a variety
of light sources. Use a

variety of media and tech-
nigucs such as charcoal,
conte, v/ash, pen and ink

etc.

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)
^ ^

v]c! 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(iii.) Expressive
Orav/ino.

d. given various stimuli, inter-
pret a variety of ideas or
concents in terms of desinn
or oictorially.

e. internret in stylized fashion
and/or renresentational ly , a

variety of subject matter such
as still life, landscane,
plant forms and other natural
and man-made objects us inn a

variety of media and tech-
niques .

f. represent the human fiqure in

a variety of ooses through the
use of rapid observation and
careful study using a variety
of techniques and media.

g. demonstrate his understanding
of the basic nrcnortions of the
human figure and represent
these accurately.

Interpret oictorially or
v.'ith a design, poetry or
nrose nortraying a parti-
cular mood or emotion.

Outdoor sketchinq.
Illuminated still life
compositions

.

Detailed drawings of
objects and textures.

Draw ranid gesture poses,
grouD poses, flash noses,
moving poses, etc.

Draw careful contour
studies co-ordinatinq eye
and hand movement.

Draw mass or vol ume

studies using broad media
such as charcoal, conte
or wash.

Notes:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

17 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Tirne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

2. Composition and

design.
- Elements are the
"tools" of design.
Princinles are the
methods of using
these tools.

(i.) Elements of
Desi qn

.

- line
- direction
- sliane

-size
- value
- texture
- color

(ii.) Princinles of
Design

.

h. reoresent various animal forms
in a variety of styles using
various techniques and media.

The student wi 1 1

:

a. create designs using one or
more of the desion elerrents in

a v/ay that demonstrates his
understanding of the function
and exDressive Qualities of
these elements.

b. through various means show by

his work his ability to recoa-
nize desion in nature, man-made
and natural objects,
architecture etc.

c. organize the elements of design
according to design orincinles
to create an aesthetically
sound composition.

Field trios to zoos or
museums
Pictorial reference

Demonstrations
Create designs with a

variety of line in

various technigues
Texture collages
Cut out shapes in

different values or
colors to create design

Films

Discussions
Collection of nictures
desion notebook
Interoret drawings or
nictorial material as
desion

"01"

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued) 18 C.A.

V.C. 12

Generalization

Concept and Sxjb-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Fesources

(iii.) Color Theory.

SvTibols

Lettering.
Letterinq is

an arranqe-
nient of
svn:bols to

create an

effective
means of
communi cation

d. by means of written test or

other assiqnments, demonstrate

his understanding of the

dimensions of color, hue, value

and chroma and some knowledqe

of color as related to human

perception and emotion.

e. oiven the necessarv information

paint a value scale and a color

v.'heel consistinq of nrimarv,

secondary and tertiary hues and

various chromas of these.

f. by means of various assiqnments,

demonstrate his knov-'ledqe of

basic color schemes such as

complementary, analoqous and

monochromatic

.

The student v.'i 11:

a. bv means of v/ritten test

demonstrate his knowledge of

the origins and history of the

alohabet and basic styles of

lettering.

Transnarencies
Fi Ims

Find examples of color
schemes in magazines etc.

f''atch the colors in naint
and identify them. Plan

a color scheme for a room

Collect samnles of

various styles for

notebook

.

Ilctes:



Topic II: nAGE CREATION (Continued)
C.A.
V.C. 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Conoepts
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

4. Layout.
Layout is the
arranqement of
graohic symbols to

attract attention
and to inform.

b. letter accurately a basic
qothic alphabet with "P" style
snoedball nen and a basic
manuscriot alphabet with "C"

style sneedhall nen in confor-
mity with standards set out in

a letterinq quide.

c. letter accurately a basic
qothic alnhabct with a

letterinq brush.

d. usinq the nrooer drafting tools,

construct built-up
letterinq for reproduction.

The student wi 1 1

:

a. demonstrate his ability to

analyze existinq ads in the
liqht of his knowledge of
composition, desiqn, type and
letterinq and redesign them in

conformity with the principles
of desiqn.

b. using pictorial and typo-
graphic materials for maqazines
etc., create abstract ads,
accordinq to stated specifica-

Letter practice strokes,
alphabets and assion-
ments combininq lettering
v/ith desiqn or
i 1 1 ustration

Create abstract pictorial
ad with heading, sub-
heading, picture, text and
si gnature

.

Printing lavout
and design (See

reference r'.ST)

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Contlnupd) 20 C.A.
V.C. 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Ccncepts fipprox,

Tinie

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

DRAFTING

1. Shape.
The shape of an

obiect can be a 2D

surface

(i.) Orthographic
Axonometric.

(ii.) Oblique
Projection.

(iii.) Perspective.

tions, embodyinq good composi-
tion, design and typography.

The student vn'll :

a. given an object and a set of
drafting equipment, select the
correct views required to shov/

the complete shape of the

object and correctly draw
those views.

b. given an orthographic multiview
drawing of an object, produce
an axonometric drawinn either
freehand or using instruments.

c. given an object drawn in mujti-
views, sketch the object or
draw the object with instru-
mpnt<i ii'^inn nhliniip ^ravalipr

or cabinet) projection.

d. given an object, sketch a one
point or tv/o point perspective
of it.

Draw simple objects.

Sketch and draw objects
in isometric.

Sketch and draw objects.

Sketch simple objects,
room interiors, building
exteriors

.

Notes:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

21 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

2. Dimensioninq.
Size must be shov;n

to comnletely des-
cribe an object.
Dimensions must be

careful ly selected
and correctly shown.

e. given a simnle object, use

drawing instrurients to locate

the Dicture nlane, ground line,

horizon station noint and

vanishing noints and draw the

one point or two noint perspec-
tive as required.

The student will

:

a. given a simnle object, select
the correct dimension to show
and place these dimensions
on a drawing of the object in a

manner prescribed by CSA
Mechanical Engineering Drawing
Standards

.

b. aiven an object, determine the
method best suited to describe
the shape completely and
produce a drawinq that is

complete, accurate and
correctly dimensional.

Produce instrument
drawings or simnle ob-

jects, eg. cube, pyramid
odd shaned block

Draw objects showinq
comnlete size and shape
descriptions

.

Do detail drawings of
simnle objects.

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

22 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Concepts y^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Fesources

3. Svmbols are used to

chanqe an idea to a

visual form.

(i.) Letterinq.

(ii.) Line Language.

The student will

:

a. given a nencil A or B, speed-
ball pen, rapidogranh pen or

quill nen, produce uniform,
vertical Gothic unper and lower
case letters and numbers that

are correctly proportioned and

evenly spaced in words and

sentences

.

b. given an object, draw it making
correct use of object lines,

hidden lines and center lines

as nrescribed by CSA Mech lical
Engineering Drawing Standards.

c. correctly draw extension lines,

dimension lines and arrov/heads

as orescribed in CSA Mechanical
Enaineerinq Drawing Standards.

Do nractice sheets of
letterinq
Letter on drawing sheets

Draw objects showing both
interior and exterior
details.

I^otes

:



Tcpic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued) 23

Generalization

C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Conoepts
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

GRAPHIC ARTS

1. Typoqranhic
Composition. The student v/i 11

:

(i.) Manual and
mechanical
comoosi tion

a. comnose error-free columns and

headings of tvne by manual and
mechanical means, usinq the

tools and equioment found in

the various visual communica-
tion laboratories, to the
degree of comnetence determined
by the instructor.

(n.) Justification b. qiven a nre-determined piece of
copy, set a naqe of justified
copy, either by manual or by

mechanical enuinment. He will

be aware of and be able to
annly the rules of straight
matter comnosition regarding
v/ord, letter and line spacing.

(iii.) i^easurement c. accurately annlv the printer's
system of measurement to all

ohases of assinnmonts given
within the Graphic Arts and

Commercial Art units of the
Visual Communication Course.
This includes tools, eauipment,
snacina, materials and tyne.

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

24 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Conoepts Approx,
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Besources

2. Layout The student wi 11

:

(i.) Advertisinq
and commer-
cial layout

a. given the necessary materials
and instruction, create a

neat, well-snaced and aligned
camera-ready layout from a

rough dummy or a comnrehensive
sketch

.

The student will take a

comnrehensive sketch pre-
pared in the Commercial
Art section of the
course. From this he

will create a comnrehen-
sive layout.

(ii.) Ncwsnaner and
naoazine
layout

b. given the necessary materials
and information, create a neat,

v/el 1-Dlanned newsnaper or
magazine. The student will

nay careful attention to the

size and placement of head--

lines, photooraphs , windov^s,

related articles, ruling
procedures, cutting stories in

an annrooriate nlace, cut-off
rules, 30's and position of
advertisements. The assian-
ment must be carefully checked
for errors in grammar, spelling
as v\/ell as overall neatness.

Produce a school naner,
magazine, program or

similar project.

3. Symbols

(i.) English for
Printers

a. given three paragraphs of
copy, demonstrate his under-
standing of the rules of

Notes

:
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V.C. 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Concepts /^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ii.) Prcofreador 's

Svmbols

(iii.) Basic Tyoe
Styles and
Anatomv

hyphenation, punctuation and

snell inq.

correctly proofread cony usina
nrootrsadir.n svmbols, in order
to assure neat and accurate
composition.

qiven the necessary information,
correctly identify the basic
tyne stvlcs and the identifvinq
featu'^cs of each style. He

should be aware of the history
of tyne, orinin of the alpha-

bet, invention of tvne and the
n^eans of orcerlv storaoe of
tyne such as cases, discs,
slides, let r.:ret etc.

Proofread the school
nev/snaoer or the daily
newspaper.



Topic Hi: CONVERSION PROCESSES 26 C.A.

V.C. 12

Generalization C: Symbols and design elements are converted to reproducible elements which can
be assembled into a form to facilitate efficient reproduction and distribution
of reproducible visual elements.

Concept and Sub-Concepts /ipprox.

Time
Behavicxiral Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

COMMERCIAL ART

1 . Imaqe Conversion. The student will

:

(i.) Elements and

principles of
composition

a. niven the necessary instruc-

tions and equinment, show his

knowledqe and understandinq of

the elements and principles of
comnnsition through the results
he achieves in his nhotoqranhy
assignments. These elements
and principles include harmony,
proportion, balance, rhythm,

simplicity, centre of interest,
major and minor motif, framina,

baseline, lines, color, decth

of field and light (natural

and artificial )

.

(1i.) Photoqraphic.
materials

b. given the necessarv information.

Identity tne toi lowing nnoio-
granhic materials: film, noly-

contrast filters, oaner-grades
and surfaces and chemicals, lie

will also correctly demonstrate
his ability to use such
materials by comnletino
assigned projects.

Notes

:
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V.C. 12

Generalization

Ccncept and Sub-Concsepts Approx.
Tiine

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(111.) The camera-
types ,

functions

,

techniques

(iv.) OeveloDinq
and printing

(vj Stencil
dupl icating

The student v/il 1

:

a. correctly onerate
adjustable cameras and

understand the functions of
this instrument and the tech-

niques emnloyed i/hen cantur-
inq an imaao, such as:

filters, denth of field,
varying shutter sneeds,
varying asoertures and double
exnosure for a desired effect.

b. produce good average contrast
films and prints and

display an understanding of

contact printing, enlarging
and the chemical processes
used in develoninq film and
paoer.

c. make stencils bv using the

tuche, glue, laquer stencil
and spatter painting
processes

.

Still life, portraiture,
displays. Take a series
of photographs consistinq
of 10 still life, 10

portraits, (vary linht in

each Picture) , and 10

display. Develop, contact
print, enlarqe the best,
mount them in a booklet
bound and constructed by

the student. Write a

critique on the success.

Silkscreen
Printing (See

reference list-)

Notes

:
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V.C. 12

General ization

Concept and Sub-Concepts /^prox.
Tijne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

DRAFTING

1 . The photographic
method is used as a

conversion nrocess
in draftino to re-

produce oriqinal
drav/inns , to make
blucnrints and to
adapt orioinal
drav/irqs to new
desi ons

.

The student will

:

(i.) l/et and Dry a. correctly onerate and make
cjoou (.jUaiitv rcuruuut. L 1 Oiib ui

oriqinal drawings through the

use of the different wet and

dry coniers found in the
Visual Communication
laboratories.

GRAPHIC ARTS

1. rnotogranny is useu
in graphics to pro-
duce pictures for
stories as well as

to renroduce
comprehensive lay-
outs in a form which
can he mass-nroduced.

Notes

:
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Generalizaticn

C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(i.) Photo

-

Journalism

(ii.) Process
Camera

(iii.) Plate Making

The student wil 1

:

a. show his mastery of the camera
as it was tauqht in Commercial
Art and v/ill be able to annly
his knov/ledqe to taking mean-
ingful pictures which can be
used in publications to heln
present a story.

b. operate and show his knowledge
of the operation of the process
camera by making good line
shots of assignments made in

Commercial Art, He will
correctly strip, onague and
mask these negatives so that a

nlate can be made from them.

c. make the various kinds of
plates including direct image
masters, nhotoaranhic , Electro-
static and thermal, and .

demonstrate his understanding
of the process by which each
type of plate is produced.

The student will prepare
a nhotoaranhic essay of
an assigned story or noem.
He will develop his film,
contact print his nega-
tives, enlarge the best
and mount the pictures
into a book which will be
constructed and bound by
the student. He wi 1

1

write a critique on the
success of this oroject.

Life Library of
Photography (See

Reference List)

Notes:
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Generalization

30 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Ccnoepts ^prx3X.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Besources

2. Stencil dunlicating The student will:

a. correctly make the various
kinds of stencils including
mimeogranh, thermofax,
Restetner, silk screen,
mechanical and energy.

1

iiotes

:



Topic IV: PRODUCTION PROCESSES 31 C.A.

V.C. 12

Generalization D: Visual dissemination of renroducible elements must be carried out
through the use of ranid, economic, accurate, reliable nroduction
processes in order to meet societal needs.

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Fesources

GRAPHIC ARTS

1 . The student in

Granhic Arts must
learn hovi to op-
erate the different
kinds of renroduc-
tiori media and
materials

.

(i.) Relief
Printing

The student wi 1 1

:

a. correctly and safely onerate
the platen nress, proofing
presses and other letter press
equipment which is found in

the Graphics lab. Given the
proper instruction the student
will correctly lock un a chase
according to the method
chosen by the instructor.

b. be av/are of the different
systems of page imposition and
\/ / 1 1 1 ^ ^ Ilea i.f^>^^Q\/Qv*vj t II <-!jrrt;CLiy use v.nai.ever

system is necessary for any
assignment given by the
instructor.

c. correctly set and read type

(8 1/2" by 11" pane) upside
down from left to right.

Make un a page for a

school newspaper.

Notes

:



Topic IV: PRODUCTIO^^I PROCESSES (Continued)

Generalization

32 C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Conoepts /^prox.
Tinve

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(1i.) PI anogranhic-
Grease and
V^ater do not
mix.

2. Stencil -

Mechanical

3. Materials

(i.) Paner

d. nronerly onerate an offset
press and understand all the
oneratinq functions of this

machine. He will run different
types of masters including
direct imaqe, electrostatic and
photo-transfer plates. He will

also onerate, if available,
spirit duplicators. Ditto and
Xerox machines.

The student wi 1 1

:

a. qiven the necessary equipment
and instruction, correctly pro-
duce posters and other assign-
ments using tyne and illustra-
tion by making silkscreen
stencils from paper, lacquer
films and photographic silk-
screeninq materials. He will

write a 5-oaqe renort on the
silk screen process thereby
demons tratinq his knowledge of
the entire process.

The student wil 1

:

a. given the necessary information,
choose paper and card stock
suitable for any qiven assign-

Notes

:
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V.C. 12

Generalization

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ii.) Ink

4. Flexoqraphy

ment. He will know how to cut
larqe sheets of stock to pro-

duce maximum usaqe with
minimum waste. He will under-
stand naner weights and basic
paper sizes.

b. correctly choose the approp-
riate ink for any qiven job,
understand the characteristics
of different kinds of ink and

be familiar v;ith additives for
inks and their use.

The student will

:

a. make rubber stamns and demon-
strate his understandinq of
how this nrocess is related to

the flexoqraohy process in the
printinq industry by writinq a

one pane report comnarinq
both processes.

Notes

:



Topic V: FlfHSHING PROCEDURES 34 C.A.

V.c! 12

Generalization £: Visual information is distributed in a convenient, orderly, durable form to meet the

needs of the consumer.

Ccaicept and Sub-Ccnoepts y^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Bindery Onerations.
A nroduct must be

fini<;h"d in a form
which makes it

marketable. The student v/ill

:

(i.) Assemble a. correctly onerate the col later,

folder, nerforator and scorer
uilU '-ct'r;! Ui 1 1 1 fil UiUtii CU

facilitate orderlv assembly of
nrinted assignments.

(ii.) Binding b. correctly bind material by

or stanlinq so that the finished
nroduct is in the form of a book
or a booklet. He must be able
to correctly use a jogger in

order to shift the material into
a neat, even nile.

(iii.) Trimming c. safely operate a manual or
mechanical naner cutter in order
to trim the rough edges off the
finished nrinted work.

(iv.) Preservatives d. correctly ooerate a laminating
press in order to make the
printed image on some assign-
ments more durable.

Make a color life or
laminate covers or signs.

Notes

:
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Generalization

C.A.

V.C. 12

Concept and Sub-Conoepts fiipprox.

Time
Behavicxaral Objectives Activities or Jobs Eesources

(v.) Packaqinq
and shinoinq

e. correctly nackane customer
jobs so that they are not
damaged in shinning.

(vi.) Mounting f. correctly operate a mounting
nress for the nurnose of
mounting photogranhs on back-
ing board and for mounting
printed material on matt
board.

Notes

:
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INTRODUCTION

Students may take Commercial Art 22A following an introductory course at the 12

level. This may be Visual Communications 12, Drafting 12 or Industrial Education 10.

I. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Commercial Art 22A is:

to enable the student to learn the necessary terminology, tools and techniques
of illustration, photography, and printmaking in order to communicate ideas and

information with accuracy and individuality.

II. CONTENT SUMMARY

1. Introduction
-relationship of commercial art to other areas of visual communications
-occupational opportunities

2. Image creation
-design and drawing
-constructive drawing
-expressive drawing
-design in painting
-printmaking.
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III. REFERENCES

* Indicates nrimary references.
Basic Drawing and Illustration

*Bockus, Advertising Graphics. Macmillan, 1974.

Brooks, Leonard. Painting and Understanding Abstract Art: An Approach to Contemporary Methods.
Van Nostrand Reinhold Comnany, "lew York, 1964.

Burnett, Calvin. Objective Drauing Techniques. Reinhold, New York, 1966.

Chaet, Bernard. The Art of Drawing. Holt Rinehart and Winston Inc., Mew York, 1970.

Cutler, Merrill. IIow to Cut Dra:jings on Scratchboard. l-iatson-Gunti 1 1 , 'lew York, 1960.

Ernst, James A. Drawing the Line. Reinhold, Mew York, 1965.

Fluchere, Grainger. Airbrush Techniques for Commercial Art. Reinhold, Mew York, 1961.

Gollwitzer, Gerhard. The Jou of Drax^iing. Sterlino Publishinq Co. Inc., New York, 1967.

Hobbs, Eric. Drawing for Advertising. Studio Publications, New York, 1956.

Kautzky. ]f]ays with Watercolor. Reinhold, Mew York, 1961.

Nicolaides, Kimon. The natural Way to Drau. Houqhton-Mifflin Comoany, Boston, 1941.

Pitz, Henry. Ink Drawing Techniques. Watson-Guoti 1 1 , Mew York, 1961,

Rottger and Klante. Creative Drawing: Point and Line. Reinhold Publishinq Corn., New York, 1965.

*Timmons, Virginia Gayheart. Painting in the School Program. Davis Publications, Worcester, Mass.

Watson, Ernest. The Watson Drawing Book. Reinhold, New York, 196?.
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Technical and Architectural Drawing

Feirer, John. Drawing and Planning for the Industrial Arts. Chas. A, Bennett Co. Inc., Peoria,
111., 1956.

Gibby, C. J. Teahniaal Illustration. American Technical Society, Chicaqo, 1967.

Halse, Albert. Arahiteotural Rendering. McGraw-Hill, 'Jew York, 1960.

Morgan, Sherley. Architectural Draining. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1950.

Norling, Ernest. Perspective Draunng. Walter T. Foster, Calif.

Norton. Freehand Perspective. Sterling Publishing Co., New York, 1954.

Reekie, R. Fraser. Draughtsmanship. (Second Edition). Edv/ard Arnold (Publishers) Ltd.,
London, 1969.

Stirling, Norman. Introduction to Technical Drai^jing. (Revised Edition). The MacMiUan Company
of Canada Limited, Toronto, 1970.

Book and Magazine Illustration

Bland, David. A History of Book Illustration. World Publishing Co., Cleveland, 1958.

Clarke, Carl. Illustration: Its Techniques and Application to the Sciences. Standard Arts Press
Butler, Md., 1948.

Curl, Peter. Designing a Book Jacket. The Studio Publications, London, 1956.

Halsey, Jr. Illustrating for the Saturday Evening Post. The Writer, Inc., Boston, 1951.

Mahony. Illustrators of Children's Books 1744-1945. The Horn Book Inc., Boston, 1961.

Mahony. Illustrators of Children's Books 1946-1956. The Horn Book Inc., Boston, 1961.

Marshall, Francis. Magazine Illustration. Studio Books, The Viking Press, New York, 1960.
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Fashion Drawing

Dilley, Romilda. Drawing Women's Fashions. Watson-Gunti 11 , New York, 1959.

Doten. Fashion Drawing. Harper and Row, New York, 1953.

Neady, Frances. Fashion DraiKng, Pitman Publishinn Corp., New York, 1958.

Cartooning

Darvas, Lou. You Can Draw Cartoon. Ooubleday and Co. Inc., New York, 1960.

Fravdas, Stan. Graphic Eumor. Reinhold, New York, 1961.

Nelson, R. P. Fell's Guide to the Art of Cartooning. Frederick Fell Inc., 1962.

Snencer. Editorial Cartooning. The Iowa State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1949.

Lettering, Trademarks and Layout

Benson and Carey. The Elements of Lettering. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., New York, 1950.

Biegeleisen, J. I. The ABC of Lettering. Harner and Row, New York, 1940.

Dair, Carl. Design with Type. University of Toronto Press, 1967.

Holub, Rand. Signatures and Trademarks. Watson-Gunti 1 1 , New York, 1956.

Jacobson, Egbert. Trademark Design. Paul Theobald and Co., Chicago, 1952.

Kamekura, Yusaku. Trademarks and Symbols of the World. Reinhold, New York, 1965.

Longyear, William. Advertising Layout. Ronald Press Co., New York, 1964.

* Maurello. Commercial Art Techniques . Tudor Publishing Co., New York.

Ogg, Oscar. The 26 Letters. Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1971.

Rand, Paul. The Trademarks of Paul Rand. George Wittenborn Inc., New York, 1960.
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Oesign and Disnlay

Anderson, Mildred. Methods of Colleoting and Preserving Vertebrate Animals. National Museum of

Canada, Bulletin No. 69, Bioloqical Series Mo. 18, Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1968.

Bates, Kenneth. Basio Design. World Publishinq Co., Cleveland, 1960.

*Bevlin, M. E. design Through Discovery. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1963.

Brommer, Gerald F. wire Sculpture and Other Three Dimensional Construction. Davis Publications Inc.,
Worcester, Mass., 1968.

Canada, Department of Agriculture. Collection and Care of Botanical Specimens. Queen's Printer, Ottawa,
1962.

Canada, Department of Agriculture. Preparing Insect Displays. Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1958.

Cynhers, E. H. Modem Abstract Flower Arrangements. Hearthside Press Inc., New York, 1965.

Drexfuss, Henry. Designing for People. Simon and Schuster, Mew York, 1955.

Drexler and Greta. Introduction to 20th Century Design. Museum of Modern Art, Mew York, 1959.

Fazakerley. Window Display. The English Universities Press Ltd., London, 1957.

Fundamentals of Carpentry. (Volume 2). American Technical Society, Practical Construction, Chicago,
1965.

Graves, Maitland. The Art of Color and Design. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., Mew York, 1951.

Hughes, Toni . How to Make Shapes in Space. E. P. Qutton and Co. Inc., Mew York, 1962.

Itten, Johannes. Design and Form: The Introductory Course at the Bauhaus. Reinhold, New York, 1963.

Johnson, Pauline. Creating with Paper. University of Washington Press, 1966.

Kenny, Carla and John B. The Art of Papier Mache. Chilton Book Comnany, Mew York, 1968.

Kranz, Stewart and Robert Fisher. The Design Continuum; An Approach to Understanding Visual Forms.
Van Mostrand Reinhold Comnany, Mew York, 1966.
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Lynch, John. Bm to Make Collages. The Vikina Press, Nev; York, 1966.

Lynch, John. Hcnj to Make Mobiles. The Viking Press, New York, 1967.

Matthew and Kerr. Pictorial Wooduiork. Rook 1: Backnround to Wood; Book 2: Tools and Their
Correct Use; Book 3: A Guide to Practical '<.'ork. Edward Arnold Publishim Ltd., London, 1965.

Rottger, Ernst. Creative Paper Craft. B. T. Batsford Ltd., London, 1967.

*Rowland, Kurt. Looking and Seeing Series. 1. Pattern and Shane; 2. The Develonment of Shape;
3. The Shapes We Need; and 4. The Shape of Towns. Ginn and Company Ltd., London WCl, 1967.

(Teacher's notes are available for each of the above.)

Sanders, Herbert H. How to Make Pottery and Ceramic Sculvture. Lane Books, Menlo Park, Calif.,
1964.

Stribling, Mary Lou. Mosaic Techniques: New Aspects of Fragmented Design. Crov/n Publishers Inc.,
New York, 1969.

Package Hesign

Herdeg, Walter (Ed.). Packaging: An International Survey of Package Design. Amstutz and Herdeq,
Zurich, 1959.

Klepnner, Otto. Advertising Procedure. Prentice-Hall, Enqlewood Cliffs, N. J. 1966.

Sutnar, Ladislav. Package Design. Whitney Publications, flew York, 1963.

Silkscreen - Printmaking

Biegeleison. Silkscreen Techniques. Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1958.

*Eisenberg and Kafka. Silkscreen Printing. McKniaht and McKnight Publishing Company, Ploomington,
Illinois, 1957.

Ericksen. Printmaking Without a Press. Reinhold, New York, 1966.

Kinsey, A. Introducing Screen Printing. Watson-Gunti 1 1 Publications, New York, 1967.
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Rothenstein. Linoauts and Woodcuts. Studio Yista, Rochester, ^. B., 1965.

Schachner, Erwin. Step hy Step Pvintmahing . Golden Press, New York, 1970.

Zaidenberq, Arthur. Prints and How to 'lake Them: Graphic Arts for the Beginner. Harper and Row,
New York, 1964.

General

Fujita, S. 'leil. Aim for a Job in Graphio Design/Art. Richards Rosen Press Inc., New York, 1968.

Gardner. Art Through the Ages. (5th Edition, Revised hv de la Croix and Tansey). Harcourt, Brace
and World Inc., Mew York, 1970.

Gettinqs, Fred. You are an Artist. Paul Haml.yn Ltd., London, 1965.

Morman, Jean Mary. Art: Of Wonder and a World. Art Education Inc., New York, 1967.

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following
pages. Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities
to supplement the identified content and maintain relevancy.
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Topic I: INTRODUCTION Major: Commercial Art

Generalization A: The place of Commercial Art within the Visual Communication Course: Commercial Art 22A
field; its develonments , traditions and its role in industry *

(General Illustration)
and society is essential to occupational choice and the

understanding of related course contents.

Concept and Sub-Concepts /^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. The relationship of
Conmiercial Art to

the other areas of
visual communication

2. Traditions and

developments in the

Commercial Art area.

3. Occupational and

educational
opportunities.

The student wi 1 1

:

a. given the necessary information,

demonstrate by written test or

report, his knowledge of the

relationship of Commercial Art

to the Visual Communication
field and its traditions and

developments

.

b. given the necessary information
about careers related to

Commercial Art, by means of

written test, demonstrate his

knowledge of the opportunities
and conditions of employment
and the possibilities of post-

secondary education.

Field trips.

Speakers.

Notes

:
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Generalizaticm B

:

Image creation is the process of translating an laea into visual torm

.

Concept and Sub-Conoepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1 . Design in drawing The student wil 1

:

(i.) A review of

the elements
and princi-
ples of
design as

related to

drawing

a.

b.

bv means of nicture analysis
and written test, demonstrate
his understandim of the

terminology of design theory.

bv means of various assignments,
demonstrate his ability to

render drawings embodying
elements of desinn such as line,

Shane, value and texture in

accordance with design princi-
ples such as balance, rhythm,
harmony etc.

Analysis of Pictures to

study line direction,
shane, size, value,
texture and color as

intenral narts of a com-
position and as opposed
to purely subject matter.

Experimental drawings
using one or more of the
desinn elements.

Deriving designs from
representational drawings.

2. Constructive
drawing The student wil 1

:

(i.) Basic forms -

cone, cube,
cylinder and

sphere

a. render accurate volume drawings
of the four basic forms in a

way that demonstrates his

knowledge of the construction
of these forms, his under-
standing of the technigue and
medium used and the nrincinles
of light and shadow.

Draw different groupings
of basic and other forms
against various back-
grounds using varying
light sources.

Use various technigues
and media, e.n. conte
charcoal, wa^ih opanups.

tones on toned or textured
paner etc.

Notes

:
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Generalization

C.A. 22/\

Concjept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Tijiie

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ii.) Perspective -

one and two
point

b. aiven the necessary information
and instruction, represent
accurately, by means of one and
two point perspective, simple
3-dimensional objects in space.

Draw various simple
objects in one and two
point perspective, above,
at and below eye level.

(iii.) Dimensioning
and scaling

c. given the necessary information
and tools, render scale draw-
ings using the correct tools
and methods such as architect's
scale, pantograph, arid etc.

Draw geometric plane
figures, e.g. a simple
floor plan at a given
scale.

Project a simple room
plan into a two-ooint
perspective drawing
(could be used as a basis
for further assignments
in tone or color).

( iv.) Objective
Renresentat ion

-Natural forms
Plant
An i ma 1

Human etc.
-Man-made forms

arch i tectura

1

furniture etc.

d. by means of specified assign-
ments and by application of his
knowledge of basic forms and
perspective, demonstrate his
ability to render accurately,
in a variety of techniques and
media, various natural and man-
made forms.

Drawings in pencil

,

charcoal , oen and ink,
wash and pen line, etc.

Notes

:
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Generalization

47 C.A.

Concept and Sub-Ccnoepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

3. Expressive drawinq
- Expressive drawing

applies the knowl-
edge of the

structure of basic
forms and reflects
the individual
perceptions of the
artist.

(i.) Nature study
- detail
- landscape

(ii.) Animal forms

The student will

:

a. on the basis of his knowledge
of the structure of natural and
man-made objects and by means
of specified assignments,
render illustrations that
express personal interpretation,
mood and emotion.

b. given the necessary information
and instruction, render expres-
sive drawings of various animal
forms in a variety of media and

techniques as specified by the

instructor.

Outdoor sketching.
Drawinq of plant forms,
etc.

Internret a coem, quota-
tion etc. that portrays a

particular mood or
emotion.

Record album and book
jacket desiqns.

Advertising illustrations.

Analysis and discussion of
magazine illustrations
and ads.

Field trips to zoo or
museum.

Drawing from accurate
reference material.

Notes

:
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Generalization

C.A. 22/\

Concept and Sub-Conoepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(iii.) Human form
- gesture
- contour
- mass or

volume
- basic oro-

nortions
- individual

features
- basic

anatomy

Design in painting
- The elements and

orincioles of de-

sign are funda-
mental to an under-
standing of oaint-
ing as to other art
forms

.

(i.) Introductory
problems with
the design
elements

c. by means of gesture drawinn
represent the human figure in

reoose and action.

d. by means of contour and mass
or volume drawings, represent
the contour and the volume of
human forms.

e. by means of various exnressive
drawing assignments, using a

variety of techniques and media,

show an understanding of the

basic nronortions, individual
features and basic anatomv of
the human form.

The student wil 1

:

a. by means of specified assign-
ments, anply his knowledge of
the elements of design to
nainting exercises.

b. through gallery visits, reports
discussions etc., demonstrate
his understanding and annreci-
ation of various works of art,
both past and contemporary.

Draw short gesture noses
of individuals and groups
in gesture, moving poses,
flash noses, memory noses
etc.

Contour drawings of nart
or all of the fiaure.

Volume or mass drawings
using charcoal, conte or
wash.

Drawings from ooses,
imagination and reference
material

.

Use various tools, brush
es, sticks, cardboard
edges etc. to create lines
showing emotion, depth
etc.

Designs repeating basic
shapes

.

Panels or collages of
texture.

The Natural Way to

DroD - Nicola ides

Painting in the

Sohool Program -

Timmons

Notes

:



Topic II: TMAGF CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

49 c.A. ^^^

Concept and Sub-Conoepts /^prxDx,

Time
Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Fesources

(ii.) Art
anpreciation

(iii.) The use of
various media
- synthetic
- v/atercolor
- gouache
- oil paints
- collage

techniques

c. by means of various experiments
and assignments, develop a

knowledge of the possibilities
and limitations of the various
painting techniques.

d. by application of his previous
knowledge of drawing, demon-
strate his ability to render
competently compositions,
constructive and expressive, in

a variety of techniques.

e. demonstrate his knowledoe of
the use and care of the tools
and materials used with the

various painting techniques.

Analysis of Pictorial

material, films, slides
etc.

Experiment with acrylic
washes, washes and ink

etc.

Experiment with brushes,
knives, improvised tools
etc. on a variety of

supports

.

Experiment with mixed
media

.

Various watercolor techni-
ques, flat, graded,
blended etc.

Gouache treatments.

Collage techniques.

Story illustrations.

Rook jacket and record
album designs.

Add illustrations.

Notes

:
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Generalizatioi

C.A. 22/A

Ccaioept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

. Printmakinn

(i,) Relief

(ii.) Intaglio

(iii.) Planogranhic

(iv.) Stencil

The student will

:

a. given the necessary information
and through an anolication of
his previous knowledge of
design and experience in

drawina, create nrints hv use

of the methods of relief,
intaglio, nlanogranhic and

stenci 1

.

b. aiven the necessary information,
demonstrate his knowledge of
the care and handling of the
tools and materials used in the
various nrintmaking nrocesses.

Analysis of magazine
illustrations, ads, etc.

Relief
Block prints
- wood
- rubber (tile)
- linoleum
- nlastic etc.

Intaqlio
Etchings
- soft ground
- mezzotints
- aquatints
- dry noints etc.

Planogranhic
- stone lithographs
- plate lithographs
- monoprints etc.

Stenci

1

Silkscreen
- lacquer film
- paner stencils
- nhoto stencils
- tusche, nlue, crayon

etc.

Notes

:
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INTRODUCTION

Commercial Art 22B may be taken following one of the introductory courses, namely:

Visual Communications 12, Industrial Education 10 or Drafting 12.

I. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Commercial Art 228 is:

to enable the student to learn the use of the necessary terminology and techniques
of advertising design, lettering, creation of forms and display in order to communicate
ideas and information with accuracy and individuality.

II. CONTENT

1. Introduction
-educational opportunities

2. Image creation
-composition and design
-symbols
-layout
-composition and design - three dimensional
-shape and size
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III. REFERENCES

* Indicates primary references.

Basic Drav/inq and Illustration

Brooks, Leonard. Painting and Understanding Abstract Art: An Approach to Contemporary Methods,
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, 1964.

Burnett, Calvin. Objective Drawing Techniques. Reinhold, New York, 1966.

Chaet, Bernard. The Art of Drawing . Holt Rinehart and Winston Inc., New York, 1970.

Cutler, Merrill. How to Cut Drawings on Scratchboard. Watson-Gupti 1 1 , New York, 1960.

Ernst, James A. Drawing the Line. Reinhold, New York, 1965.

Fluchere, Grainger. Airbrush Techniques for Commercial Art, Rf^inhold, New York, 1961.

*6ollwitzer, Gerhard. The Joy of Drawing. Sterling Publishing Co. Inc., New York, 1967.

Hobbs, Eric. Drawing for Advertising. Studio Publications, New York, 1956.

Kautzky. Ways with Watercolor. Reinhold, New York, 1961.

*Nicolaides, Kimon. The Natural Way to Draw. Houghton-Mifflin Comoany, Boston, 1941.

Pitz, Henry. Ink Drawing Techniques, Watson-Guptill , New York, 1961.

Rottger and Klante. Creative Drawing: Point and Line. Reinhold Publishing Corp., New York, 1965.

*Timmons, Virginia Gayheart. Painting in the School Program, Davis Publications, Worcester, Mass.

Watson, Ernest. The Watson Drawing Book, Reinhold, New York, 1962.
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Technical and Architectural Drawing

Feirer, John. Dreading and Planning for the Industrial Arte. Chas. A. Bennett Co. Inc., Peoria,
m., 1956.

Gibby, C. J. Technical Illustration. American Technical Society, Chicago, 1967.

Halse, Albert. Architectural Rendering. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1960.

Morgan, Sherley. Architectural Drawing. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1950.

Norling, Ernest. Perspective Drauing. Walter T. Foster, Calif.

Norton. Freehand Perspective. Sterling Publishing Co., New York, 1954.

Reekie, R. Fraser. Draughtsmanship. (Second Edition). Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd.,
London, 1969.

Stirling, Norman. Introduction to Technical Drauing. (Revised Edition). The MacMillan Company
of Canada Limited, Toronto, 1970.

Book and Magazine Illustration

Bland, David. A History of Book Illustration. World Publishing Co., Cleveland, 1958.

Clarke, Carl. Illustration: Its Techniques and Application to the Sciences. Standard Arts Press,
Butler, Md. , 1948.

Curl, Peter. Designing a Book Jacket. The Studio Publications, London, 1956.

Halsey, Jr. Illustrating for the Saturday Evening Post. The Writer, Inc., Boston, 1951.

Mahony. Illustrators of Children's Books 1744-1945. The Horn Book Inc., Boston, 1961.

Mahony. Illustrators of Children's Books 1946-1956. The Horn Book Inc., Boston, 1961.

Marshall, Francis. Magazine Illustration. Studio Books, The Viking Press, New York, 1960.
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Fashion Drawing

Dilley, Romilda. Dvcxuing Women's Fashions. Watson-Guotill , New York, 1959.

Doten. Fashion Drawing. Harper and Row, New York, 1953.

Neady, Frances. Fashion DroDing, Pitman Publishing Corp., New York, 1958.

Cartooning

Darvas, Lou. You Can Draw Cartoon. Doubleday and Co. Inc., New York, 1960.

Fraydas, Stan. Graphic Humor. Reinhold, New York, 1961.

Nelson, R. P. Fell's Guide to the Art of Cartooning. Frederick Fell Inc., 1962.

Spencer. Editorial Cartooning. The Iowa State College Press, Ames, Iowa, 1949.

Lettering, Trademarks and Layout

Benson and Carey. The Elements of Lettering. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., New York,

Biegeleisen, J. I. The ABC of Lettering. Harper and Row, New York, 1940.

Dair, Carl, design with Type. University of Toronto Press, 1967.

Holub, Rand, signatures and Trademarks. Watson-Guptil 1 , New York, 1956.

Jacobson, Egbert. Trademark Design. Paul Theobald and Co., Chicago, 1952.

Kamekura, Yusaku. Trademarks and Symbols of the World. Reinhold, New York, 1965.

Longyear, William. Advertising Layout. Ronald Press Co., New York, 1964.

Maurello. Commeraial Art Techniques. Tudor Publishing Co., New York.

Ogg, Oscar. The 26 Letters. Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1971.

Rand, Paul. The Trademarks of Paul Rand. George Wittenborn Inc., New York, 1960.
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Design and Display

Anderson, Mildred. Methods of Collecting and Preserving Vertebrate Animals. National Museum of
Canada, Bulletin No. 69, Biological Series No. 18, Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1968.

Bates, Kenneth. Basic Design. World Publishing Co., Cleveland, 1960.

*Bevlin, M. E. Design Through Discovery. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1963.

Bromnier, Gerald F. Hre Sculpture and Other Three Dimensional Construction. Davis Publications Inc.,
Worcester, Mass., 1968.

Canada, Department of Agriculture. Collection and Care of Botanical Specimens Queen's Printer, Ottawa,
1962.

Canada, Department of Agriculture. Preparing Insect Displays. Queen's Printer, Ottawa, 1958.

Cyphers, E. H. Modem Abstract Flower Arrangements. Hearthside Press Inc., New York, 1965.

Drexfuss, Henry. Designing for People. Simon and Schuster, New York, 1955.

Drexler and Greta. Introduction to 20th Century Design. Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1959.

Fazakerley. Window Display. The English Universities Press Ltd., London, 1957.

Fundamentals of Carpentry. (Volume 2). American Technical Socif^ty, Practical Construction, Chicago,
1965.

Graves, Maitland. The Art of Color and Design. McGraw-Hill Book Company Inc., New York, 1951.

Hughes, Toni. How to Make Sliapes in Space. E. P. Dutton and Co. Inc., New York, 1962.

Itten, Johannes. Design and Form: The Introductory Course at the Bauhaus. Reinhold, New York, 1963.

Johnson, Pauline. Creating with Paper. University of Washington Press, 1966.

Kenny, Carla and John B. The Art of Papier Mache. Chilton Book Company, New York, 1968.

Kranz, Stewart and Robert Fisher. The Design Continuum; An Approach to Understanding Visual Forma,
Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, 1966.
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Lynch, John. Hod to Make Collages. The Viking Press, New York, 1966.

Lynch, John. Hod to Make Mobiles. The Viking Press, New York, 1967.

Matthew and Kerr. Pictorial Woodwork. Rook 1: Background to Wood; Book 2: Tools and Their
Correct Use; Book 3: A Guide to Practical Work. Edward Arnold Publishing Ltd., London, 1965.

Rottger, Ernst. Creative Paper Craft. B. T. Batsford Ltd., London, 1967.

Rowland, Kurt. Looking and Seeing Series. 1. Pattern and Shape; 2. The Develonment of Shape;
3. The Shapes We Need; and 4. The Shape of Towns. Ginn and Company Ltd., London WCl, 1967.
(Teacher's notes are available for each of the above.)

Sanders, Herbert H. Haw to Make Pottery and Ceramia Sauloture. Lane Books, Menlo Park, Calif.,
1964.

Stribling, Mary Lou. Mosaic Techniques: New Aspects of Fragmented Design. Crown Publishers Inc.,
New York, 1969.

Package Design

Herdeg, Walter (Ed.). Packaging: An International Survey of Package Design. Amstutz and Herdeg,
Zurich, 1959.

Kleppner, Otto. Advertising Procedure. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1966.

Sutnar, Ladislav. Package Design. Whitney Publications, New York, 1963.

Silkscreen - Printmaking

Biegeleison. Silkscreen Techniques. Dover Publications, Inc., Mew York, 1958.

*Eisenberg and Kafka. Silkscreen Printing. McKniqht and McKnight Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, 1957.

Ericksen. Printmaking Without a Press. Reinhold, New York, 1965.

Kinsey, A. Introducing Screen Printing. Watson-Guptil 1 Publications, New York, 1967.
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Rothenstein. Linoouts and Woodauts. Studio Vista, Rochester, G. B., 1965.

Schachner, Erwin. Step by Step Printmdking. Golden Press, New York, 1970.

Zaidenberg, Arthur. Prints and How to Make Them: Graphio Arts for the Beginner. Harper and Row,
New York, 1964.

General

Fujita, S. Neil. Aim for a Job in Graphic Design/Art. Richards Rosen Press Inc., New York, 1968.

Gardner. Art Through the Ages. (5th Edition, Revised by de la Croix and Tansey). Harcourt, Brace
and World Inc., New York, 1970.

Gettings, Fred. You are an Artist. Paul Hamlyn Ltd., London, 1965.

Morman, Jean Mary. Art: Of Wonder and a World. Art Education Inc., New York, 1967.

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following
pages. Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities
to supplement the identified content and maintain relevancy.



Career Field: Visual Communications

Topic I: INTRODUCTION Major: Commercial Art

Generalization A: The place of Commercial Art within the Visual Communication Course- Commercial Art 22B
field is essential to occupational choice: *

(information Design 2D)

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx,
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1 . The relationship of
Commercial Art to

the other areas of
visual comnuni cation

2. Traditions and

developments in the

Commercial Art area.

3. Occupational and

educational
opportunities

.

The student wil 1

:

a. given the necessary information,

demonstrate by written test or

report, his knowledge of the

relationship of Commercial Art

to the Visual Communication
field and its traditions and

developments

.

b. given the necessary information

about careers related to

Commercial Art, by means of

written test, demonstrate his

knowledge of the opportunities
and conditions of employment
and the possibilities of post-

secondary education.

Field trips

Speakers

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION

Generalization B: Image creation i«; the nrocess nf translatinq an idea into visual form.

C.A. 22B

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1 . Comnosition and

design.
Tv;o dimensional
- Elements are the

"tools" of desiqn,
principles are the

methods of using
these tools.

(i.) Review of
the elements
and princi-
ples of
desiqn

(ii.) Color
theory

The student wi 1 1

:

a. create a varietv of 2-dimen-
sional desiqns using one or
more of the elements of design
such as line, value, texture
etc. in accordance with design
principles such as balance,
rhythm, harmony etc.

b. given the necessary information,

bv means of a written test,
position the nrimarv, secondary
and tertiary colors on a color
wheel and will demonstrate his

understanding of the termin-
oloqv of color theory such as

hue, value, chroma etc.

c. given the necessary information
and through an aonlication of
his previous knowledge of color
theory, nlan color schemes,
mix color and chanae chroma and

value.

Decorative design for
fabrics etc.

Experimental drawinns
i ncorporatina one or
more of the elements of
design.

Analysis of color schemes
in pictures.

Plan color schemes for
room interiors etc.

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE CREATION (Continued) 60

Generalization

C.A. 22B

Ccncept and Sub-Conoepts i^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

2. Symbols

(i.) Lettering

- Letterinq is

an arrange-
ment of

symbols to

create an

effective
means of
communica-
tion

- History and
basic styles
in lettering
and typo-
graphy

The student vn'll

:

a. by means of written test and/or
assignments demonstrate his

knowledge of the origins and
history of the alphabet and the

basic styles of lettering and

tyne.

b. given the necessary information,
optically space a line of
lettering as opposed to
mechanical snacing.

c. given the necessary reference,
instruction and by annlying his

previous knowledge of lettering,
demonstrate his ability to

letter accurately a variety of
gothic styles with "R" style
pen and a variety of calli-
graohic styles with "C" style
oen.

d. letter accurately an assigned
variety of alphabets using
lettering brushes.

e. using the proper draftinq tools,
be able to construct lettering

Collect samples of styles
for notebook

Analyse ads, type specimen
books etc.

Space optically, cut out
letters from magazine
headings etc.

Letter inscriptions etc.
combined with decorative
motifs; illustrations
etc.

Design and letter signs

Notes

:



Topic II: IMAGE

Generalizaticai

CREATION (Continued) 61 C.A. 22B

Ctonoept and Si±>-Ccinc3epts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Pesources

in an assigned variety of
styles for renroduction.

(ii.) Lettering
design

f. modify basic letter forms for
specified use as symbols,
trademarks etc. in combination
with other design elements.

Collect and analvse
existing logotypes and
symbols.

Design a trademark for an

imagined or existing
company. Combine v/ith

lettering or typography
for stationery, signs
etc.

3. Layout The student will

:

- The arrangement of
graphic symbols to

attract attention
and to inform.

(i.) Analysis of
ads

a. given the necessary information,
recognize different types of
ads such as sales, institution-
al etc. and differentiate
between well and poorly
designed layout.

Create various types of
layouts, editorial, title
pages, newspaper pages
etc.

(ii.) Creating an

ad - from
thumbnail to

comorehensi ve

b. given the necessary instruction
and information, translate the
information and ideas into a

specified ad in the following
seguence: thumbnail sketches,
rough visuals and comprehensive
sketches

.

Notes

:
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Generalizatioi

C.A. 22B

Ccnoept and Sub-Conoepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(iii.) Creating an

ad - working
drawings

4. Comoosition and
design.
Three-dimensional

5. Shape and size

(i.) Creation of
forms -

additive and
subtracti ve

techniques

(ii.) Arranging of
forms

c. given the oroper tools,
materials and information,
develop from a comprehensive
sketch, a set of working
drawings for reproduction.

The student will

:

a. given the necessary infor-
mation and appropriate
references, relate the princi-
ples and elements of design to
various 3-dimensional forms
through a study of these forms
both past and contemporary.

The student wi 1 1

:

a. construct a variety of forms
using additive techniques such
as constructions from card-
board, wood, found materials,
clay, papier m'ache, wire
sculptures etc.

b. develop a variety of forms
using subtractive techniques
with materials such as clay,
plaster of Paris, wood, etc.

Analysis and discussion
of 3-dimensional forms -

architectural, displays,
sculpture etc.

Translate a drawing into
a relief representation
with wood, cardboard etc.

Sculpt free forms,
objects, etc.

Notes

:
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Generalizatiai

63 C.A. 22B

Ccffioept and Sub-Conoepts
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

c. given the necessary information
and by aoDlyinq his previous
knowledqe of design and con-
struction of forms, arrange
various forms and/or objects
into a well designed display
or still life.

d. plan and execute to scale,
model displays according to

given snecifi cations.

Notes

:
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INTRODUCTION

Students may take Commercial Art 22C following the introductory course. However,
selecting the modules in the sequence suggested provides a more thorough program.

I. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Commercial Art 22C is:

to enable the student to learn the use of the necessary terminology and techniques
of advertising design, lettering, creation of forms and display in order to communicate
ideas and information with accuracy and individuality.

II. CONTENT SUMMARY

1 . Image creation
-principles and elements of design
-tools and equipment
-safety
-three-dimensional forms
-visual merchandising
-exhibits
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III. REFERENCES

Biegeleisen. Silk Screen Techniques. Dover Publications Inc., New York, 1958.

Burnett, Calvin. Objective Drawing Techniques. Reinhold Publication Corp., New York, 1966.

Csoka, Stephen. Pastel Painting. Reinhold, New York, 1963.

Cutler, Merritt. How to Cut Drawings on Scratchhoard. Watson-Gupti 1 1 Publ . Inc., New York, 1960

Erickson, Sproul . Printmaking Without a Press. Reinhold, New York, 1966.

Ernest, James A. Drawing the Line. Reinhold, New York, 1965.

Fluchere, Grainger, Mussachio. Airbrush Techniques for Commercial Art. Reinhold, New York, 1961

Kautzky, Ted. Ways with Watercolor. Reinhold, New York, 1963.

Pitz, Henry C. Ink Drawing Techniques. Watson-GuDti 1 1 , New York, 1961.

Rothenstein, Michael. Linoauts and Woodcuts. Studio Vista, Rochester, G. B., 1965.

Watson, Ernest W. The Watson Drawing Book. Reinhold, New York, 1962.

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following
pages. Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities
to supplement the identified content and maintain relevancy.
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Topic I: IMAGE CREATION ^jo^,. Commercial Art

Generalization A: Image creation is a process of translating ideas into Course: Commercial Art 22C
meaningful visual symbols. (Desiqn 3D)

Concept and Sub-Concepts /^prox.
Tinie

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. The Principles and

Elements of Design

(i.) Sculptural
Images

(ii.) Structural
Images

2. Tools and Eguipment
- designed to serve
a specific function.
Their proper use is

essential for the

safety of the user.

The student wi 11

:

a. given a test, correctly answer
guestions in regard to the

language of design.

a. given a specific tool, or in-

strument, demonstrate the

ability to use it properly and

safely.

Read books on design.
Take samples from the im-

mediate environment to

discover the application
of the elements and prin-
ciples of design to the
creation and construction
of 3-D objects.

Teacher demonstrates and

students exercise the

proper and safe use of
such handtools as:

measuring tools, lay-

out tools, planes,
hand saws, braces,
augers, drills,
hanmers, clamps,
screwdrivers, etc.

And such machine tools as

bank saw, table saw,

jointer, portable
drill , jig saw, port-
able Sander, grinding
wheels, drill press,
etc.

Rowland, Kurt.

Looking and Seeing
Series. Ginn &

Company Ltd.

,

London, 1964.

Safety Manual

.

Operating Manual
for Individual
Machine Tools.

Notes

:



Topic I: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

68 C.A. 22C

noept and Sub-Conoepts i^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

Three- Dimensional

Forms

(i.) Creation

(ii.) Construction

The student will

a. given an assignment in a 3-D
design, select and use mater-
ials in accordance with the
specifications and objectives
of an assignment.

Working with clay :

handform pottery, simple
sculptural forms resem-

bling human and animal

form, ceramic murals, etc.

Working with plaster of
paris

:

make moulds, plaster car-
vings, etc.

Working with wood:

carving sculptures, con-
structing open and closed
boxes, shelves, stands,
etc.

Working with metal & wire:

soldering, welding, bend-

ing, cutting, sculptural
forms, structural forms,

decorative forms, etc.

Rottger.

Creative Clay Crafts

^

Reinhold, 1963.

Johnson.

Sautpture - Basic Methods
and Materials J McKay, 1960.

Knudsen.

Hoi^") to ^'^ake Shaves in Space

^

Dutton & Co. New York, 1962.

bes:
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Generalizatioi

C.A. 22C

Concept and Sub-Conoepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

The student will

:

Working with plastic:

sheet plastic; cutting,
joining, bending, vacuum
forming.
plastic resin; using
moulds to create sculptur-
al , structural , or decor-
ative forms.

working with paper and
card:

cutting, folding, etc.;
geometric forms; cube,
cone, cylinder, polyhed-
rons.

Working with fabrics:

dyeing batik, decorative
wall hangings, drapes,
banners, etc.

Roukes, Nicholas.

Saulpture in
'"las ties 3

Watson-Guptil 1

,

New York, 1968.

Rottger.

Creative Paver
Craft, Bats ford
Ltd. London, 1959.

Stephen.

'^ahrio Printing
by Band,
General Publish-

ing Co. , 1965.

Krevi tsky.

Batik: Ant and
Craft, ReinhoT(^g^

Notes

:
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Generalizaticxi

70 C.A. 22C

ncept and Sub-Conoepts
Tims

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

Visual merchandising

(i . ) Promotional
displays -

serves to sell

products or
services

(ii.) Facsimiles
often replace
an actual

product

(iii
. ) Di sol ays use

written or

printed infor-
mation, pos-
ters, charts
and graphs to
comniement the
product.

The student wil 1

:

a. qiven a specific product nlan
the layout, collect all

necessary items to be disolayed,

create complementary prons and
set UD the disnlay.

given a product and the tools
and materials, create a two-
or three-dimensional image of
that oroduct.

given the specifications, write
or print showcards, orice tags,
etc., using nens, brushes or
magnetic letter presses.

given the specifications, draw,
paint, or nhotogranh comnle-
mentarv nictorial information.

Visit department stores,
grocery stores, etc.

View the displays,
discuss ouroose, effect,
aesthetic aopeal , techni-
cal detail such as dis-
play furniture, lighting,
materials

.

Thumbnail sketch display
idea.

Sample assignments:
illustrate an overdimen-
sional steak on showcard
36" X 48" in size; build
a facsimile of a soupcan
four feet high.

Exercise lettering with
pen and brush. Four
alphabets: roman, gothic,
scrint and text.

Print signs using a

magnetic letterpress.

Render complementary
graohs, maps, photographs
in original or enlarged
format, e.g. paint farm

Ri chert, Meyer, Haines.

Retailing J Prinoiples
and Pvaatiaes 3 Chapter
8, Gregg Division,
McGraw-Hill , Mew York,
1968.

tes:



Topic I: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalizatiai

71 C.A. 22C

Concept and S\±)-Ccnoepts i^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

scenery as a backdroo for
an agricultural display.

Take a series of photo-
graphs for a display
promotinq an art course.

(iv. ) A nroduct to

be promoted
must be in

prominent
viev/.

e. qiven the aopropriate material
and the dimensions, construct
stens, stages, pedestals or
shelves on which a product, or
line of products is to be

displayed

.

Select display area,
determine dimensions,
draw plans , select
material to be used,
build supporting
structures

.

American Technical
Society. Funda-
mentals of Carven-
tryj Vol. 2.

Practical Construc-
tion, Chicago, 1965

(v. ) Special props
are used to

display par-
ticular pro-
ducts .

f. given the assignment to display
such fashion accessories as

gloves, shoes and hats, using a

selected pliable material,
create the necessary parts of
the human form to display these
i terns

.

Make hands, feet, busts
from paper mache. Make
other human or animal
forms from a variety of
materials.

Anderson, M.

Paper 'Aaahe,

Sterling Publica-
tions Co. , New
York, 1965.

(vi. ) Dried natural
or artificial
plant forms
are used to

comnlement
the disnlay
of a oroduct.

q. given a list of comnlementary
items needed in a display,
collect real plantforms or
create artificial plantforms
from any given material.

Gather leaves, flov^/ers,

branches, small trees and
prepare for display. Make
artificial plant forms
from paper, fabrics

,

plastic, etc.

Cyphers, E. H.

Modern Abstract
Flower Arrange-
ments y Hearths ide
Press Inc . , New

York, 1965.

Notes

:



Topic I: IMAGE CREATION (Continued)

Generalization

72 C.A. 220

incjept and Sub-Conoepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(vii.)

(vili.)

Parts of a

display may
be mobilized
to create
special
attention.

Sometimes
audio-visual
methods are
used in

display.

h. given the assignment and
specifications of the mobile
Dart of a display, design and
build simple mechanical devices
to be operated by hand or by a

small electric motor, to
activate movement.

i. given the specifications of a

display, create filmstrips,
slide sets, 8mm. movies, video
and audio tanes and cassettes.

j. given the assignment to make
an audio-visual presentation,
use audio-visual hardware
properly and effectively.

Design and build
mechancial devices
based on nendulum,
stroke, or rotator
action.

Instruct and exercise
students in the use of
audio-visual recording
and replay equinment and
material

.

Give specific assignments
e.q. make a slide set
showing tools, materials
and techniques of v/ater

color painting; make a

tape recording of the
commentary to comnlement
the slide set; make a

presentation of both.

Brown, Lewis, Harcleroad.
kV Instruatiorij Media and
Methods^ McGraw-Hill, New
York, 1969.

tes:
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Concept and Sub-Concepts Pipprox.

Time
Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ix. ) Disnlays are not

only nromotional
but sometimes
have institut-
ional objectives.

Exhibits

(i.) Exhibitions
combine the
collective
effort of a

group of
exhibitors.
They are
usual ly
limited in

time.

qiven a snecific theme, nlan

and set up disnlays in relation
to a oarticular season of the
year, a religious or national
holiday, a local event.

1. given a test students will

define the significance in the
area of visual merchandising
of:

- technological disnlays
- scientific information
- artistic achievement
- educational displays

The student will

:

a. given the list and number or
participants, and the time and
objectives of an exhibition,
plan, organize, and facilitate
site, furniture and other dis-
play Drops for the set-up of
individual disnlays.

Create disnlavs that
coordinate with events
in the school or the
community, e.g. open
house, Klondike Days,
etc.

Make arrangements with a

neighborhood store owner
to set up a window or
store display for him.

Organize exhibitions that
combine the efforts of
various departments of
your school

.

For onen house:
A series of booths for
various subject areas
set up in the school

.

For education week:
A series of booths for
various subject areas
set up in a shopoing maTI

Notes

:
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Generalization

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ii . ) Museum
exhibits pre-

serve and
inform about
historic heri-
tage, scienti-
fic and tech-
nical knowl-
edge, and
artistic
achievement.
They are
mainly perman-
ent displays.

b. Given a test, correctly define
the specific objectives of
permanent museum exhibits in

contrast to time limited
displays

.

c. given the specifications and a

particular theme for a

permanent exhibit, plan,
collect or create the
necessary items and set up
such a display.

At Christmas time:

A bazaar to sell

articles produced bv
students in the various
activity areas.

Visit museums and art
naileries

.

Study and discuss the
various displays.

Analyze materials, tools
and techniques used to
create the display.

Create models, artifacts,
replicas of objects that
are used in museum
exhibits.

Consult teachers of other
departments; they are

often in need of disnlay
i terns

.

Canada, Department of
Agriculture. Collection
and Care of Botanical
Speoimen%, Queen's Printer,
Ottawa, 1962.

Preparing Insect Displays^
Queen's Printer, Ottawa,
1958.

Anderson, R. M. Methods

of Collecting and 'Pre-

serving Vertebrate
Animals^ National Museum
of Canada, Bulletin No. 69,
Biological Series No. 18,

Queen's Printer, Ottawa,
1968.

•

Notes

:
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INTRODUCTION

Students may enrol in Commercial Art 32A following the introductory course. However,
several level two courses will provide needed background and experience for good production
work.

I. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Commercial Art 32A is:

to enable the student to learn the necessary terminology, tools and techniques of
illustration, photography, and printmaking in order to communicate ideas and information
with accuracy and individuality.

II. CONTENT SUMMARY

1 . Image creation
-illustration techniques
-book and magazine illustrations
-fashion illustrations
-trademarks and logotypes
-package design
-cartoons
-technical illustrations
-architectural rendering
-photography

III. REFERENCES

As previously listed.

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following pages.
Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities to supplement
the identified content and maintain relevancy.
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Topic I- IMAGE CREATION Major: Commercial Art

Generalization A: The proper use of tools and the selection of the Course: Commercial Art 32A
appropriate media are important in rendering visual (Commercial
images that are qualitatively acceptable. Illustrations)

Concept and Sub-Concepts /^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Illustration
Techniques

2. Book and Magazine
Illustrations -

are created to give
additional visual
stimulation to any
literary text.

The student wi 11

:

a. given any of the various tools
used in illustration techniques,
demonstrate his ability to use
these tools as instructed.

b. given an assignment, select the

most proper medium to achieve
the illustrative effect speci-
fied by the objectives of the
assignment.

a. given any selected literary
text, design and render illus-
trations that relate to the

content of that written
material

.

Teacher demonstrates the
use and care of the vari-
ous tools and instruments
used by commercial art-
ists and assigns special
exercises for the student.

Teacher demonstrates and
explains the various
illustration techniques
emphasizing range and
limitation of application
of each medium.

Students do exercises in

each technique.

Study illustrations in

books and magazines,
compare and evaluate.

Discuss the various pur-
poses for which books are

written, e.g., entertain-
ment or information, or

both.

It is recommended
that textual re-

sources listed for
22C be Dart of the
Commercial Art
library.

See p. 66.

Bland, David, k

History of Book
Illustration. World
Publ . Co. , Cleveland,
1958.

Notes

:
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Generalizatiai

aioept and Sub-Ccnoepts Approx.
Tims

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

Fashion Illustra-

tions - give infor-

mation about the
appearance, the

style, and the mater-

ials of specific
garments.

The student will

:

b. undertake research, and collect
resource material in relation

to the theme or objectives of

a required illustration to

create an authentic visual

image.

a. given instructions in human

anatomy and a diagram of the

human body, accurately name
all parts of the human body on

the diagram.

b. when shown pictures selected
from a book on the history of
costumes, students will accur-
ately identify styles and times,

Differentiate between
fiction and non-fiction,
technical books, text
books, children's books,

etc.

Design and render illus-
trations for books and

magazines in relation to

the character of a speci-

fic publication and its

particular content.

Study anatomy
human figure.

of the

Render drawings of parts
of the human figure, and

the whole figure in var-
ious poses.

Study history of costumes.

Collect reference file of
costumes and fashions from

the past and the present,
and from any country.

Marshall , Francis.

Magazine Itlustraiion,
Studio Books, The Viking
Press New York, 1960.

Doten. Fashion Drawing,
Harper & Row, Publishers,
New York: 1953.

Collect reference file of
costumes and fashions from

the past and the present,

and from any country.

)tes:
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Generalizaticn
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Concept and Sub-Ccnoepts ^prox.
Time

Behavicural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

4. Trademarks and logo-
types - symbols that
identify a company
and its product or
service.

The student will

:

c. given diagrams of men's and

women's garments, identify in-

dividual parts of these gar-
ments by their proper name.

d. given an assignment, illustrate
the human figure in any pose;
singular, or in a group;
from life or from photographs.

e. represent the various fabrics
and materials used for fashions
and fashion accessories in a

recognizable manner, and in any
requested medium and technique.

a, given the name of a real or
fictitious company, create and

render a trademark of logotype
that is outstanding, and repre-
sentational for the product, or
service of this company.

Render drawings of fashion
materials to give visual

account of texture, color,
pattern, etc.

Collect and study nation-

ally known trademarks
(Shell, Pelikan, General
Electric, etc.

)

Kamekura, Yusaku.

Trademarks and
Symbols of the
World. Reinhold,
New York, 1965.

Notes

:
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Generalizaticjn
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aicept and Sub-Conoepts /^prox.
Tijne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

Package Design.

A package on a shelf
in a retail store

is an advertisement
capable of affecting
the sale at the mo-

ment of purchase.

The student will

b.

a.

given the assignment to write a

paragraph on the ethics of
business in regard to trade-
marks, state the legal require-
ments for the design of such

s.ymbols, and will also point
out the consequences of plag-
iarism.

given a test, correctly answer
questions concerning the ob-

jectives of merchandising in

regard to package design; at-

tractiveness, easiness of hand-

ling and storing, protection
of product, and re-usability
and disposability of package.

Study related literature
in regard to design and
legal requirements.

Design and render various
trademarks and logotypes
based on real or ficti-
tious company names and
products.

Proceed in successive
steps from thumbnail
sketches of ideas to
comprehensive form of
representable design.

Collect samples of pack-

ages.

Study and discuss: design,
function, fulfillment of
objectives, etc.

Herdeg, Walter. (Editor)

Paakaging: An International
Survey of Package Design.
Amstutz & Herdeg,
Zurich, 1959.

tes:
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Concept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

6. Cartoons

(i
. ) illustrate in

a usually ex-

aggerated man-
ner, human form
human nature,
and the bodily
and facial ex-
pression of
human emotions.

The student wil 1

:

b. given a test, correctly answer
questions concerning legisla-
tive regulations in regard to

labeling, deceiving package

size, and relation of illus-

tration on package to the
content.

given a product, design a pack-
age that fulfills the objectives
of merchandising, and takes
legislative regulations into
consideration.

a. given such words as sad, scep-

tic, thoughtful, conceited,
crying, smiling, laughing, gay,
joyful, bright, dull, mean, de-

vilish*, caricaturize each of
these in illustrations of facial

and/or bodily expressions.

Gather competitive pack-
ages of a specific pro-
duct (toothpaste); design
a package that is differ-
ent and stands out from
this collection.

Study the objectives of
merchandising, and leg-
islative regulations.

Design and render packages
for real or fictitious
companies and their pro-
ducts.

Study and draw the human

face and body to capture
and represent all expres-
sions of human form and
emotion.

Collect, study and compare
the many examples of car-
tooning. Evaluate their
purpose and appeal.

Nelson, Roy Paul

Fell's Guide to

the Art of
Cartooning

,

Frederick Pel 1

,

Inc. , New York,
1962.

Notes

:
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cncjept and Sub-Concjepts y^prox.
Tijne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

(ii.) Satiric

cartoons em-

ploy Irony

^ and sarcasm

to criticize,
to ridicule,
or to express
contempt.

The student wil 1

:

b. given pictures of a specific
personality, create satiric

drawings of that personality
without loss of resemblance.

c. given a story, create the

characters for this story, and

draw a comic strip consisting
of a specified number of frames

in which the story is illus-
trated in logical succession.

Draw satiric cartoons
based on events of pol-

itical, economical, or
social nature.

Invent your own cartoon
characters and develop a

comic strip:
A) to be published in

the comics section
of a newspaper, or
the school paper.

B) to be used for an

advertisement of a

product published in

a magazine.
C) to be used as a one-

minute commercial on

television.

5tes:
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Concept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Time

Behavicaoral Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

7. Technical Illustra-
tions.

(i. ) visualize ap-

pearance and
function of a

technical pro-

duct prior to
production.

(ii.) technical ill-

ustrations also
help to promote
a product after
its production
by explaining
its usefulness,
function, and
intrinsic value.

The student wil 1

:

a. given a blueprint of a 3-drawer
chest, render:

(i.) an isometric drawing,
(ii.) an orthographic projec-

tion,
(iii.) a perspective drawing

(2 point)

,

(iv,) an exploded view drawing.

b. given a spray gun, render:

(i\) an assembly drawing of
its parts

(11.) an illustration for
advertising purposes of
that gun.

Study literature on tech-
nical illustration.

Do exercises in the var-
ious form of techical
illustration.

Start drawing simple
forms such as a cube,
cone, etc.; proceed to-
ward more complicated
forms.

Render technical illus-
trations for:

A) technical manual
B) newspaper ad

C) promotional pamphlet

Gibby, C.J.

,

T&chniaal Illus-
tration. American
Technical Society,
Chicago, 1967.

Notes

:
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onoept and Sub-Conoepts Pipprox,

Time
Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

!. Architectural
Rendering. Visual-
izes a building
before it is con-
structed. It des-
cribes appearance,
size, materials,
and includes parts,

or all of the natur-
al setting in which
the building is to

be erected.

The student wil 1

:

a. given a floor plan and the

elevations of a building, ren-

der a 2 point perspective ill-

ustration of that building
within the framework of the
given specifications of scale,

point of view, eye level,

natural setting, and technique
and media.

b. given the measurements of
height, width, and depth, cor-

rectly apply these dimensions
to the scale of the perspective
illustration.

Draw the basic forms in

one and two point per-
spective.

Combine several basic
forms to resemble a build-

ing, or group of build-
ings. Draw in one and
two point perspective.

Exercise perspective draw-

ings of various forms of
buildings, e.g. , tall

,

low, wide, etc.

Render illustrations of a

building seen from various
eye levels, e.g., build-
ing in a valley, building
on a hill , etc.

Exercise drawings of var-

ious natural or man-made
settings, e.g., desert,
seaside, mountains, cliffs
cityscape, etc.

Halse, A.O.

Arahiteaturat Ren-
dering. McGraw-Hill
Inc., New York, 1970.

ytes:
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Ccnoept and Sub-Conoepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

9. Photography An

Important Tool of
the Illustrator to

Collect Reference
Material , or to

Achieve Special
Graphic Effects.

The student will

:

c. given a test, correctly
define the terminology used
in the perspective, e.g.

vanishing point, eye level,
station point, distance point,
etc.

a. given a camera and film, take
pictures as specified in par-
ticular assignments.

b. given the darkroom facilities
and the chemicals, develop film
into usable negatives, and
create photographic prints to

fulfill given objectives.

c. given an assignment, combine
photographic techniques to

fulfill specified objectives of
commercial art.

Render illustrations in

pencil, pen & ink, char-
coal, pastels, wash tech-
niques, watercolor, tem-
pera, airbrush, etc.

Study function and use of
camera, lightmeter, en-
larger, and other photo-
graphic equipment.

Take pictures of still and
moving objects under var-

ious lighting conditions,
indoors and outdoors.

Mix chemicals, develop
film, make contact prints,

test strips, enlarged
prints.

Horrell , C. Wm.

& Steffes, R.A.

Introduotory and
Publication
Photography

.

American Yearbook
Co. , Ken i worth
Press, Eau Claire,
Wise, 1967.

Notes:
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^cept and Sub-Ccnoepts Approx.
Tiitie

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

The student wil 1

:

d. given a diagram, correctly
identify the operating parts of

a camera, enlarger, and other
photographic equipment.

e. given a test, correctly define
such theoretical concepts of
photography as:

exposure time, aperture, depth

of field, film type and speed,

etc.

Sample assignments:

Take pictures of artist's
tools and materials, e.g.

water color tubes and

brushes. Make an enlarged
print, letter brand name
onto print, take pictures
of girl's face, take pic-

tures of beauty aids.

Make prints of each and

create a photographic
collage. Retouch if nec-
essary. Take picture of
collage, make enlarged
print of new negative, and

add lettering as specified.

Dtes:
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INTRODUCTION

Commercial Art 32B may be taken any time after completion of the 22A course. This
is an activity oriented course based on skills learned in previous courses.

I. OBJECTIVE

The objective of Commercial Arts 328 is to provide a working environment for students

to develop an awareness of:

1. the various demands and pressure technology imposes on the individual
and the individual imposes on technology.

2. the human element and its relationship to the efficiency of the business.

3. the mechanics of an industrial organization.

II. CONTENT SUMMARY

1. An introduction to industry through production technology
-modern civilization and industrial dependence
-facets of industry; men, machines, materials

2. Industry and division of labor
-job and operation breakdowns
-flow charts
-labour allocations

3. Personnel organization
-industrial organization
-formal organization
-informal organization

4. Research and development
-elements of a salable product
-industrial research
-prototype development
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5. Simulated industrial production
-industrial production
-physical problems
-sociological problems

6. Technological changes
-growth of knowledge
-technological changes and man

III. REFERENCES

Books

Rrov/n, J. A. C. The Soaial Psyahology of Tnduntvy. Penguin Books Ltd., 1*^65.

'-laws, Robert W. and Carl J. Schaffer. Manufacturing in the School Shop.
American Technical Society, 19fi6. Available from f^eneral Publishing Co.

Ltd., Don Mills, Ontario.

Hebert, A. R. Introduction to Management. Sir Isaac Pitman of Canada, Toronto,
Ontario, 1966.

Hulen, Charles R. A Flock of Mass-Produced Ducks. Industrial Arts and Vocational
Education, Sentember 1970. Pn. 29-34.

Keane, Oeorqe R. Teaching Industry Through Production. American Industrial Arts
Association, 1959.

Lindbeck, J. R. and Irvin T. Lathron. General Industry. Conn Clark Publishinc]

Comna ny, 1969.

Lindbeck, John. Is Package Design your Students' Bag? Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education, February 1972. Pn. 30-31.

Sayles, Leonard R. and George Strauss. ?Iuman Behavior in Organizations. Prentice-
Hall Inc., 1966.

Toffler, Alvin. Future Shock. Bantam Books of Canada Ltd., 1970.
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Whaley, Don. Simulate TnduFstvy in a Laboratory Factory. Industrial Arts and

Vocational Education, October,197n. Pn. 39-42.

i^i 1ms

Form and Formula.
16mm, sound, color, 40 minutes.
The Societ^' of the Plastics Industry of Canada, 1?62 Don Mills Road, Don

'•lils, Ontario'. Ph. 449-3444.
Exnlains the research, develonment and testinq of different nlastic ra^v

materials touchinn on their characteristics; forms in v^hich they are available,
manufacturing nrocesses involved; and the develonment and testinq of finished
products

.

Loose Fill with Pelaspan-Paa.
16mm, sound, color, 11 minutes.
The Oov/ Chemical Comnanv, '\udio-Visual Center, Abhott Road Ruildinq, Midland,

Michigan 48640.
A new oroduct is available that takes packaqinq a long steo forward in the

search for a truly ideal loose-fill oackino material. The nroduct, trade-marked
Pelasnan-Pac by Dow, consists of strands of foamed plastic. The film points out
the property and cost advantanes of ^elaspan-Pac over older loose fill nackinq
materials

.

Packaging With Pylite.
16mm, sound, color, 1? minutes.
Koppers Company, Plastics Division, Koppers Ruildinq, Pittsburqh, Pa. 15219.
This film illustrates the many packaging applications of Pylite foam plastic.

I Am a Country.
16mm, color, 25 minutes, 7 seconds. 106C 0167 215.

National Film Board of Canada, Centennial Ruildinq, 10031 - 103 Avenue, Edmonton.
This film provides a showcase for products manufactured in Canada, from aircraft

designed for special duties, to ore-cast bathrooms that can be installed in one
simnle operation. There is heavv duty machinery developed for the special needs of
Canadian industrv. There are women's fashions of universal appeal. All bear the
"Made in Canada" label and can be viewed in this film in color and at close hand.
Commissioned to Crawley Films Limited for Department of Trade and Commerce.
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The 'Polyolefins

.

16mm, sound, color, 2R minutes.
Shell Film Librarv, Box 100, Calqarv 2, Alberta.
This film illustrates the senuential nronress follov/ed in researchinq and

develoninn new materials for existinn products. Three nolvolefins are referred
to in so doinn.

Relevant Films:

a.) Available from the Denartment of Extension, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alberta.

Time Rent
All I Heed is o. Conf/^venoe. 28 m' n

.

$3.25
Breaking Down the Delegation Barriev. 30 m' n

.

3.50
Cvitioal Path. 16 m' n

.

2.95
Discipline: Giving Orders. 15 m' n

.

1.75
Discipline: Reprimanding. 10 m' n

.

1 .25

Emotional Styles of Human Behavior. 24 m" n. 1.90
Imagination at Work. 21 m" n. 2.75
Improving the Job. 9 m' n

.

1.25
Instructing the Worker on the Job. 14 m" n

.

1.50
Introducing the flew Worker to His Job. 16 m" n. 1.75
Maintaining flood Working Conditions. 9 m' n. 1.25
Maintaining Quality Standards. 10 m" n

.

1.25
^lanager Wanted.
*The Department Manager.

28 m' n

.

4.20
30 m" n. 1 .75

*The General Foreman. 30 m" n. 1.75
*Man on the Assembly Line. 30 m' n. 1.75
*The Skilled Worker. 30 m' n. 1.75
*The Vice - Pres. 30 m' n

.

1 .75

The New Supervisor Takes a Look at His Job. 13 m" n. 1.25
Person to Person Communication 14 m" n. 2.25
*Risk and Forecasting 10 m' n. 1,55
Workshop Process 12 m" n. - 1.35
You oj'e at the Bargaining Table. 50 m' n. 4,80
Automation. 84 mi n. 6.25
*This Automation Age. 28 min. 1.25
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*Men at Work. 27 min 1.75
Dues and the Unions. 17 min. 1.25
Faat Finding J not Fault Finding. 13 min. 1.75
*The Grievance. 30 min. 1.80
^Placing the Right Man on the Eight Job. 13 min. 1.25
*Sho]p Steward. _ 22 min. 1.25

b.) Available from the Workmen's Comoensation Roard, Edmonton, Alberta.

Communiaation for Safety Series

Part #3 Setting 'Em Straight
Part #4 Let's Everybody Help

Supervising for Safety

Part #1 Fragile - Handle Feelings with Care
Part #2 It's an Order
Part #3 Call 'Em on the Carpet

IV. CONTENT

Generalizations, concepts and behavioural objectives are outlined on the following
pages. Teachers are expected to develop additional behavioural objectives and activities
to supplement the identified content and maintain relevancy.
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Topic I: AN INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRY THROUGH PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

GeneralizatiCTi A: Modern civilization is hiqhlv dependent unon industry.

Concept and Sub-Conoepts i^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Modern civilization
and industrial
deoendence

2. Lab simulation of
industry

0. interreiatea race us

of industry

(i.) Men

(ii
. ) Machines

(iii
. ) Materials

The student will

:

a. niven the aonronriate materials
explain several ways in which
modern civilization is depen-
dent upon industry for its

existence.

b. following a presentation by the

teacher, explain the signifi-
cance of the course and its

relationships to industry in

Canada.

c. TO 1 lowing a group aiscussion,
explain several interrelation-
ships among such industrial

facets as men, machines and

materials.

Film - I Am a Country.

Introduation to

Management Chapter 3.

Section 1.

Notes

:

Major: Commercial Art

Course: Commercial Art 32B
(Production Technology)
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General izatican Industrial production is highly dependent on a study of the senuential operations
central to a product and the associated division of specialized labor required to

perform them.

Ikanoept and Sub-Conoepts y^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Job and operation
breakdowns

2. Flow charts
diagrams

and

3. Labor allocations

The student will

:

a. given the annrooriate materials
as an introduction, take a

product and isolate the corres-
ponding job and ooeration
breakdown.

given the appropriate intro-

ductory information, prenare
"critical incident charts" and

"plant layout diagrams" for the

production scheduling of a

selected product.

c. with an existing knowledge of
job and operations breakdowns,
allocate personnel to the
required jobs involved in a

specified product.

Read and discuss proce-
dures followed in constru-
cting job and operations
breakdowns

.

Have students take an

existing product and make
a job and operations
breakdown

.

Read and discuss proce-
dures followed in pre-
paring "critical incident
charts" and "plant layout
diagrams". Have students
take an existing product
and develop related
charts and diagrams.

Following the establish-
ment of a job and opera-
tions breakdown for a

product^students can then
decide on the duties re-

quired by various person-
nel involved in the pro-
duct manufacturing and

make the appropriate
al location.

Manufaaturing in the
School Shop - pp. 19

23.

Manufaaturing in the
School Shop - PP. 29

35.

Manufacturing in the
School Shop - pp. 38 -

40.

A Flock of Mass-Production

Ducks - pp. 33.

lotes

:



Topic III: PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION 95 C.A. 32B

Generalizaticfi C: Industrial orqanizations require an interrel ationshin of manaqement
and labor to facilitate and coordinate the many activities central
to manufacturinq a nroduct.

Ckanoept and Sxjb-Conoepts Approx.
Tijne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Industrial
orqanization

(i . ) corporation
(ii

. ) partnershio

2. Formal organization

(i . ) management
(ii

. ) hierarchy
(iii.) communications
(iv.) responsibili-

ties
(v.) unions

4. Informal
organization

(i.) labor
(ii.) interrelation-

ships
(iii

. ) conflicts
(iv.) communications
(v. ) responsibili-

ties

The student v/i 1 1

:

a. given the appropriate materials,
isolate the various classifi-
cations of industrial organiza-
tions and discuss their advan-
tages and disadvantages (e.q.

cornoration, partnership, etc.)

b. given the appropriate materials,

discuss the formal organization
making reference to line and
staff hierarchies, correnunica-

tion channels, responsibilities
and unions.

c. given the appropriate materials,
discuss the necessity for
informal orqanizations, the

ways in which they are formed,
the conflicts and pressures
within them, the communication
among their members and their
interrelationship v/ith the
formal organization.

Following a reading
assignment, a class
session can be spent
discussing the many
classifications of
industrial organization.

Following a reading
assignment, the aspects
of formal organization
can be discussed in a

class by making reference
to local industrial firms.

Following a reading
assignment, the various
aspects of the informal
organization can be

discussed in class.
Reference can be made to
actual student experien-
ces .

Introduction to

Management - Chanter
4 and 5.

Social Psyckology of
Industry

.

Human Behavior in
Organizations

.

Social Psychology of
Industry.

Human Behavior in

Organizations

.

Notes

:



Topic IV: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 96 C.A. 32B

Generalization D: Research of salable nroducts and the development of nrototynes are

essential nrereouisites to any successful business venture.

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Tijne

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

Elements of a

salable product

(i.

(ii.

(iii.

(iv.

(v.

markets
advertising
competition
production
cost

!. Industrial research

Prototype develop-
ment

The student will :

a. given the anpronriate mater-
ials, isolate elements such as

markets, advertising, demand,
comnetition, production time
and costs in considering
salable products and apply such
considerations in suggesting a

product to be produced in the

lab.

b. given the appropriate intro-
ductory materials, explain ho\i

research is used in industry
and the methodology followed
in solving nroblems.

c. given the apnronriate intro-
ductory information, annly
their knowledge of industrial
research in develoning nroto-
tynes for selected products.

Keeping the elements of

salable products in mind,
each student can suggest
an appropriate product
suitable to lab produc-
tion. The resulting
suggestions can then be

discussed in class.

View Form and Formula and

The Potyolefins and
discuss research on an

industrial scale and its

implications for the lab.

Students can divide into
Groups and research
selected products. In

the process of their
research the following
will be considered: job

and oneration breakdowns,
flow charts and diagrams,
required men, machines,
materials and money,
packaging, advertising,
jigs and fixtures,
pricing, comsumer surveys

'Manufacturing in the
School Shop - pp. 14

18.

Films - Form and Formula
- The Polyolefins

Manufacturing in the
School Shop - pp. 19 -

35.

Is Package design Your
Students' Bag? - PP. 42
4P.

Films - Loose Fill with
Pelaspan-Pac

- Packaging with
Pylite

lotes

:



Topic V: SIMULATED INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 97 C.A. 32B

Generalizaticai E: Many of the nhysical and sociological nrohlems encountered in

industrial production can be realistically simulated and studies
within the school environment.

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Pesources

1. Industrial
production

2. Physical problems

The student wil 1

:

a. with the knowledge gained from
preceding tonics, establish an

organization in a lab environ-
ment and nroduce a selected
nroduct or service.

b. given an opportunity to

simulate industrial production,
encounter, identify, discuss
and attempt to solve physical
problems such as working condi-
tions, job responsibilities,
safety, job trainina, guality
control and advertising and
relate these to realistic
industrial settings.

Students can evaluate the

previous research of var-
ious products and then
select one or more items
most suitable to lab

production. A company
will be established and a

nroduct or service will
result.

Students can offer a ser-
vice or make a product
and in so doing will, in

all probability encounter
problems of a Physical
nature. Some to be aware
of and discuss when the
need arises: safety,
working conditions,
bottlenecks, job respon-
sibilities, PERT, book-
keeping, product distri-
bution, meeting produc-
tion deadlines, wages,
cost vs. profit decisions,
job training, purchasing
of merchandise, quality
control, advertising, pros
and cons of a formal
organization.

Notes

:



Topic V: SIMULATED INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (Continued) 98

Generalization

C.A. 32B

Concept and Sub-Concepts Approx.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Pesources

3. Sociological problems c. (liven an onnortunitv to

simulate industrial nroduction,
encounter, identify, discuss
and attemot to solve sociolo-
gical problems such as worker
morale, strikes, interrelation-
ships and communications and

relate these to realistic
industrial settings.

Same as above. Some
socioloqical problems to
be alert to include:
grouos - their
function, pros and cons,
communication, informal
organization, work
incentives, worker morale,
strikes, labor and
management interrelation-
shins .

Notes

:



Topic VI: TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES 99 C.A. 32B

Generalizaticffi F: With the exnonential qrov/th of scientific knowledqe, new materials and

methods of handling them are developed. Such innovations are influential

in technological change and affect the role of man in an industrial settina.

Concjept and Sub-Concepts ^prox.
Time

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Growth of scientific
knowledge

2. Technological changes
and man

The student wi 11

:

a. given the anpronriate intro-

duction, discuss several

current scientific develop-
ments and their anpl ications

.

b. oiven the anpronriate materials,

relate the effects that

technological change has on

man.

Through written
activities and class
discussion, manv examples
of technological change
and the resultant
effects on man's role in

industrv can be brought
fonvard

.

Introduction to

Management -

Chanter 1 and ?.

V~ /e »-, /-^ / . rl

Future Shock.

Notes

:



Topic V: Sr>1ULATED INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (Continued) 98

General izatiai

C.A. 32B

Concsept and Sub-Ccnoepts Approx.
Tims

Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

3. Sociological problems c. niven an onnortunitv to

simulate industrial nroduction,
encounter, identify, discuss
and attemot to solve sociolo-
gical problems such as worker
morale, strikes, interrelation-
ships and communications and

relate these to realistic
industrial settings.

Same as above. Some
socioloqical nroblems to
be alert to include:
grouos - their
function, pros and cons,
communication, informal
organization, work
incentives, v/orker morale,
strikes, labor and

management interrelation-
shins .

Notes

:



Topic VI: TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES 99 C.A. 32B

GeneralizatiCTi F: With the exnonential qrowth of scientific knowledge, new materials and

methods of handling them are developed. Such innovations are influential
in technological change and affect the role of man in an industrial settina.

Ccnoept and Sub-Ccnoepts Pipprox,

Tine
Behavioural Objectives Activities or Jobs Resources

1. Growth of scientific
knowledge

2. Technoloqical changes
and man

The student will

:

a. aiven the annronriate intro-
duction, discuss several

current scientific develop-
ments and their anpl ications

.

b. oiven the anpronriate materials,

relate the effects that
technological change has on

man.

Through written
activities and class
discussion, manv examples
of technological change
and the resultant
effects on man's role in

industry can be brought
fonvard.

IntvoduQtion to
Management -

Chapter 1 and 2.

"-fv r, /-^ / .'.n

Future Shook.

Notes

:
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VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

7. Commercial Art 32C



101

INTRODUCTION

The last module of the Cotrmercial Art sequence is open to students who have

completed 30 credits or six modules in the major.

The 125 hours of instruction time available in this module may be used to:

a. provide greater depth to a module taken previously. Individual students,
groups of students or whole classes may elect to study an area in more detail.
This in-depth study could be in Design 2D or 3D, General Illustration or Commercial
Illustration, or any of the modules named in the Commercial Art sequence, or

b. allow students to engage in actual commercial art work supervised by the
Commercial Art teacher and by a craftsman on the job.
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